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As the United States shifts to an information-based economy, American copyrighted works are increasingly vulnerable to
piracy and counterfeiting in foreign countries.1 According to the International Intellectual Property Alliance (IIPA),2 “[i]n
1993, the core copyright industries3 contributed $238.6 billion in value added to the U.S. economy, or approximately 3.74%
of the Gross Domestic Product (GDP), and the total copyright industries accounted for $362.5 billion in value added, or
approximately 5.69% of GDP (in real 1993 dollars).”4 Total foreign sales in the core copyright industries were an estimated
$45.8 billion annually.5 In the last few years the core copyright industries have grown at more than double the rate of the U.S.
economy as a whole, and have employed new workers at more than four times the overall U.S. rate.6
These industries are threatened as never before. In 1995, the estimated total U.S. trade losses from copyright piracy were
$14.6 billion.7 The Motion Picture *171 Association (MPA) alone reported seizure worldwide of more than five million
pirated videocassettes in 1996.8 A thriving parallel market of counterfeit and pirated goods erodes the incentives to creation
provided by intellectual property law9 and contemplated in the U.S. Constitution.10 Domestic intellectual property laws
provide the creator or author with a limited monopoly, which spurs the development and dissemination of new information,11
but the creator or author cannot compete with an illegitimate producer, who does not bear the investment, creation, or
development costs of the protected property.12 Worldwide protection will require a combination of indigenous law,
international treaties, enforcement, and proactive endeavors by the members of the core copyright industries and the U.S.
government.
Although even the United States is a source of pirated goods,13 most piracy takes place in Third World countries where
intellectual property protection is inadequate either in form or enforcement.14 In 1995, the People’s Republic of China15 was
the most disastrous country for U.S. copyright owners, with more than $2.3 billion in U.S. trade losses caused by inadequate
copyright laws or enforcement.16 Piracy levels in China for 1995 were 100% for motion pictures, 99% for entertainment
computer software, 96% for business computer software, and 54% for recordings and music.17 Imagine—an estimated
750,000 personal computers were sold in China in 1993 and 1994, but less than one U.S. dollar per machine was spent on
business-applications software in the first three quarters of 1994.18 Because Chinese factories produce seventy-five million
CDs per year for a local market that can only absorb five million,19 the additional copies are exported to Latin America,
Europe, and Hong Kong for consumption or further export.20
Inadequate protection of intellectual property is usually caused by one of two situations: (1) a deficiency in or lack of
intellectual property law, or (2) unsatisfactory enforcement of existing law.21 China is the foremost example of the latter
situation. While intellectual property is protected by Chinese laws and international treaties, China is widely deemed a
“one-copy” country.22 A single legitimate copy of CD, CD-ROM, VCD,23 or other media is used to produce thousands of
copies that result in devastating piracy levels.24 While huge financial losses face corporations, the consumers may welcome
counterfeit goods when, as with recorded music, clothing, or name-brand items, a product of similar appearance may be
purchased for less.25 The perceived value, and hence, the market value, of a T-shirt, handbag, or cap may be greatly increased
by simply adding the logo of a fashionable brand.26

I. Chinese Copyright Law
Protection of intellectual property rights under current thinking began in present-day China with the Trademarks Law in
1983, followed by the Patents Law in 1984, the Copyright Law in 1990,27 and unfair competition law in 1993.28 This Note
*173 will focus on copyright protection, but theories discussed may apply to other forms of intellectual property protection as
well.
Chinese copyright law protects literary and artistic works created by nationals of most countries.29 It operates on a two-tier
system: foreign works receive protection under international treaties while Chinese works are protected under the revised
1992 Chinese law.30 The revised law includes most of the international norms, such as protection arising automatically upon
creation of the work and the level of originality required for protection.31
Copyright holders may seek relief from infringement from either administrative or judicial bodies.32 The only administrative
body where a foreign copyright holder may seek relief is the National Copyright Association (NCA).33 The NCA may impose
fines and confiscate goods, means of production, and unlawfully obtained assets.34 However, use of judicial authority is more
common in copyright cases because the NCA lacks experience in handling infringement matters.35
A significant development for judicial proceedings has been the establishment of special Intellectual Property Tribunals.36
These courts originated in Beijing in 1993 and consist of specially trained judges.37 Through judicial proceedings, copyright
infringers may face civil or criminal penalties of ten years to life imprisonment, or even execution.38 While these stiff
penalties are available, only recently have reasonably tough fines been imposed upon convicted infringers.39 *174 This may
be an indication of a new willingness of the Chinese courts to enforce copyright protection.
II. International Agreements
In the face of insufficient Chinese enforcement efforts, U.S. intellectual property owners have joined in numerous
international agreements covering all types of intellectual property rights in China. In January 1992, China and the United
States entered into a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) which committed China to adopt internationally compatible
renovations of its copyright law.40 China became a signatory to the Berne Convention41 on Oct. 15, 1992; the Universal
Copyright Convention42 on October 30, 1992; and the Geneva Phonograms Convention43 on June 1, 1993.44 The Berne
Convention bases copyright protection on national treatment, requiring that foreign works receive in each member country
the same protection given works of its nationals, thereby setting minimum levels of protection.45 These major treaties are
administered by the United Nations through the World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO).46 Unfortunately, these
multilateral arrangements do little to create transnational rights for intellectual property and do not include any system for
enforcement.47 “The Conventions have proven to be ineffective (as in the case of China) when countries simply do not
enforce their laws.”48 To remedy the weakness of the multilateral agreements, the United States has engaged in a series of
bilateral agreements with China.
*175 III. U.S.-China Intellectual Property Rights Agreements
A. Special 301
Through direct negotiations, facilitated by economic sanctions, the United States has been able to achieve some amount of
intellectual property protection that the international conventions alone could not provide.49 One important weapon is Special
301 of the 1988 Trade Act, which requires the United States Trade Representative (USTR) to formulate and present for
review an annual list of those countries which allow the most egregious piracy of U.S. intellectual property.50 A Special 301
review determines “whether acts, policies or practices of any foreign country deny adequate and effective protection of
intellectual property rights or fair and equitable market access for U.S. persons relying on intellectual property protection.”51
After review, the USTR places the suspect countries on either the “Watch List,” “Priority Watch List,” or identifies the worst
offenders as a “Priority Foreign Country.”52 If identified as a Priority Foreign Country, “Special 301 directs the USTR to
negotiate agreements to end piracy within [six] to [nine] months.”53 Those countries that refuse to reform are subject to
economic retaliation against exports under other U.S. trade laws,54 such as the Generalized System of Preferences (GSP).55
This bilateral approach using Special 301 has been successful for the United States in Taiwan, which amended its copyright
law to allow stronger penalties, and in Singapore, which passed an improved copyright law.56 Emphasizing the power of

Special 301, Jay Berman, Chairman and Chief Executive Officer of the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA)
claims, “the most important trade weapon for United States copyright has been, and remains, Special 301.”57
*176 China has been subject to Special 301 scrutiny numerous times since the law was implemented.58 In 1993, the IIPA and
USTR attempted to persuade China to pass legislation making copyright piracy a criminal offense.59 Because of the absence
of such penalties, China was named a Priority Foreign Country in June 1994.60 China bowed to U.S. pressure and adopted a
criminal provision for copyright piracy in July 1994.61 U.S. trade losses continued to grow, however, and “[o]n February 4,
1995[,] the U.S. government announced $1.08 billion in retaliatory tariffs to compensate for trade losses due to piracy in
China.”62 The imposition of these tariffs was avoided by the eleventh hour U.S.-China Intellectual Property Rights Agreement
(IPR) of February 26, 1995.63
B. February 26, 1995 IPR Agreement
In the February 26, 1995 U.S.-China IPR Agreement, China pledged “to undertake aggressive and continuing enforcement
actions[;] ... to impose deterrent sanctions[;] ... to restructure its prosecutorial, administrative [[[,] and border control
systems[; and] ... to begin to open its market to ... [[[U.S.] music, ... recording, motion picture[,] and publishing industries.”64
The agreement was heralded as “the most extensive intellectual property pact the United States has negotiated with any
country.”65 This was a supposed triumph of U.S. trade policy and seemed to promise that the U.S. intellectual property
industries would soon have not only access to the Chinese market, but also protection from piracy.66
Nonetheless, according to the IIPA, China’s principal commitments largely remained unfulfilled one year later.67 In a 1996
raid on an illegally operating plant, nearly 7,000 CD-ROMs were seized as production lines continued to stamp *177
thousands of VCDs, with “the authorities refusing to seize this product, close down the line or the plant.”68 No CD molds in
the plant were found with SID69 coding and no government monitors were in place in these plants; these absences are
violations of promises in the 1995 agreement.70 In another event, on May 13, 1996, sixty thousand CDs were seized from a
truck entering Hong Kong from China, casting serious doubts on Chinese credibility.71 Apparently many CD plants remained
in operation while those said to be closed could not be confirmed as such, and several were even reopened shortly after
execution of the agreement.72 According to the IIPA, the Chinese government had not demonstrated that it was fulfilling the
February 1995 Agreement to impose deterrent penalties on violators.73 The IIPA could find only one successful prosecution
for piracy of U.S. copyrighted works in the year following the agreement.74 Border control improvements did not look
promising as the number of seizures was far too low to act as a deterrent to the massive export of pirated goods leaving for
sale elsewhere.75 Quotas on importation of intellectual property goods, which China promised to remove under the agreement,
may not have existed formally, but persisted informally in most areas.76 In fact, new barriers had been established.77 At more
than $1.8 billion, the violations remained so excessive and egregious78 that the IIPA recommended and the USTR agreed to
designate China as a Priority Foreign Country for Special 301 in 1996.79
*178 C. June 17, 1996 IPR Agreement
With the USTR listing China as a Special 301 Priority Foreign Country in 1996, U.S. Trade Representative Charlene
Barshefsky warned Chinese leaders that failure to observe the agreed-upon terms could affect Congress’s approval of
most-favored-nation (MFN) status for China and could result in the imposition of punitive tariffs on up to $2 billion worth of
Chinese goods.80 The U.S. warning and retaliation list spelled out four actions which needed to be taken to avoid
commencement of sanctions:
(1) taking action to halt pirate production at the CD factories; (2) cracking down on piracy in [the]
Guangdong Province through the reestablishment of last year’s [1995] “Special Enforcement Period”;
[sic] (3) taking aggressive action at the border against cargo exports of pirate product; and (4) publishing
the promised joint venture regulations, expanding revenue sharing agreements with U.S. motion picture
companies and permitting the licensing by recording companies of their entire catalogue and the signing
of local artists.81
Imposition of sanctions appeared imminent until June 17, 1996, when the United States and China reached an accord in
last-minute talks.82 Ms. Barshefsky stated that the USTR was satisfied China had taken “serious and important” steps to bring
themselves into compliance with the February 1995 agreement and to meet the four established requirements.83 Citing

numerous measures84 China claims to have taken since the April warning, Barshefsky maintained that while China was on its
way to compliance with the agreement, it was not yet at full conformity.85 The Chinese Foreign Ministry confirmed that the
United States agreed to drop China *179 from its Special 301 list and halt plans for sanctions.86 In return, China agreed to call
off countermeasures aimed at the United States and expressed hope that following this accord, “the United States can honor
its commitment made in the [February 1995] agreement to support China’s entry into the World Trade Organization....”87
U.S. National Economic Advisor Laura Tyson confirmed that the copyright protection was part of the “blueprint” for
winning WTO membership for China as presented by the United States, but declined to comment on whether it would lead to
full U.S. support of China’s membership bid.88 The Chinese Foreign Ministry went on to claim, “[t]he Chinese government
will always strictly enforce the law and continue to crack down on IPR violations, regardless of whether or not there is an
IPR agreement between China and the United States.”89 Considering the Chinese record of failure to live up to bilateral
agreements with the United States, the most recent accord may not have any noticeable effect on intellectual property
protection in China.90 The new agreement did not get off to a good start, according to U.S. Congressional testimony, as “at the
time the June 17, 1996 understanding was reached, the People’s Liberation Army-run South Electronics Audio and Video
factory in Foshan, Guangdong province, was reopened for production of pirated material.”91 As one journalist put it, “[t]he
question now, as it was 16 months ago ..., is: Does Beijing have the political will or even the enforcement capacity to
implement [the new accord]?”92
D. June 17, 1996 Aftermath
As a whole, copyright laws in China are adequate and, as written, they conform to international standards.93 As then-USTR
Mickey Kantor commented, “on *180 intellectual property rights[—]the laws have been passed, but they are just not being
enforced.”94 Kantor’s opinion is seconded by the president of the Business Software Alliance (BSA):95 “[BSA’s] major
difficulty in China has been the lack of commitment on the part of the Chinese government to enforce its intellectual property
laws.”96 The United States has relied on bilateral agreements to protect intellectual property in China.97 However, these
agreements have not been based upon mutual desire but upon threats of U.S. retaliation and penalties to achieve desired
levels of protection.98 The adequate protection of intellectual properties has not been accomplished.
A look at the proliferation of pirated goods in and around China demonstrates why the current system of protection for U.S.
intellectual property in China is widely regarded as inadequate.99 Vendors of pirated goods in China make no effort to hide
their locations, and even a first-time tourist can find thousands of illegitimate goods for sale in the streets and shopping
arcades.100 Westerners frequently visit Hong Kong specifically to purchase pirated computer software produced in China.101
The latest versions of Autodesk’s AutoCAD, which retails in the United States for $4,250, Novell’s NetWare 4.1, which
retails for $2,845, and Lotus’ SmartSuite were all packaged together with more than a hundred other programs and sold in
Hong Kong in October 1995 for HK$50 or US$6.50.102 Pirated versions of Microsoft Windows 95 were found in a Hong
Kong shopping center within a week of going on sale to the public.103 This ready availability and low price corresponds with
an *181 oversupply of goods and casts great doubt on Chinese enforcement efforts. James Shinn, U.S. Council on Foreign
Relations says:
Credibility works both ways; what sense does it make to negotiate trade agreements with China if they
won’t be enforced? It is laughable to hear excuses from Beijing that they can’t control the [fifty] pirate
CD factories. If they were turning out thousands of copies of the BBC documentary on the Tiananmen
Square protest—rather than bootleg copies of “The Lion King”—the factory managers would be sharing
a cell with other dissidents in a heartbeat.104

IV. Factors Affecting Piracy
It has been suggested that bilateral agreements are not the only and complete answer to U.S. trade woes in China and may run
counter to U.S. long-term interests.105 By examining the factors which allow piracy to flourish in the face of Chinese law and
international agreement, it may be possible to find alternative remedies. Development of intellectual property protection in
China goes beyond written law. Many forces joined together to create the climate in which Chinese piracy thrives. Historical,
political, social, cultural, and other factors have added to the burden which already faces U.S. industries seeking to exploit
intellectual properties in China. U.S. industry and government would be wise to examine these factors, either in search of
solutions or merely for an understanding of the Chinese environment.

A. Historical Influences
Understanding the development of intellectual property in imperial China requires looking all the way back to the Tang
dynasty (618-906 A.D.) and the appearance of printing.106 While Western governments believed that the furthering of
inexpensive propagation of texts required formal legal protections under copyright, Chinese legal history shows neither a
formal nor informal counterpart to copyright or other intellectual property protection as a means to promote authorship. 107
Instead, the Chinese government, concerned about the proliferation of “undesirable printed materials,” used copyright law to
ensure prepublication review of works for the purposes of entrenchment of the monarchy and the “protection” of the
people.108 The state interest in control of publication did not extend in any way *182 to the unauthorized reproduction of
works which we would now protect by trademark and patent, and such protections never developed from within the state.109
Perhaps even more important than the lack of protective influence by the state is the influence of Confucianism, which goes
back 2500 years and emphasizes learning by copying.110 For centuries, the copying of all kinds of works has been regarded as
honorable and necessary.111 While Western cultures perceive copies as inferior works, in China, “such copying in effect bore
witness to the quality of the work copied and to its creator’s degree of understanding and civility.”112 When asked why China
has such a piracy problem, Los Angeles attorney and leader of Baker & Hostetler’s intellectual property team, Anthony M.
Keats, stated, “[o]ne reason is cultural. Copying isn’t seen as harmful, but is instead viewed as a form of flattery.”113
In addition to this Confucian underpinning, communist doctrine mandates sharing.114 “[I]mplementation of copyright and
other intellectual property rights would contravene one of the most fundamental beliefs in a Communist state.”115 Fifty years
ago the People’s Republic of China repealed the protectionist 1928 copyright law and no copyright law existed in China until
1990.116 Intellectual property protection was born of a predominantly Western concept of individual freedom and benefits.117
This individualistic belief is not found in Asia and has no natural place in Asian society, particularly in a communist regime
such as China, where property is under the dominion of the state in trust for all people.118
B. Lack of “Rights Consciousness”
For the Chinese, placing monetary value on intangible items and requiring payment for expression is a new idea.119 There is a
lack of “rights consciousness,” or “a belief that individuals are endowed with rights that they are entitled to assert *183 even
with respect to those in positions of authority.”120 The Asian approach is demonstrated in similarly-situated Indonesia, where
scientists and inventors rarely register their creations, let alone request patent rights.121 “Scientists ... never apply for
protection of their intellectual rights, because the practice is regarded as part of western culture.”122
C. Chinese Educational System
Another contributing factor to the prevalence of piracy in China is the traditional education system of China. Historically, the
educational system in China was based on faultless and exacting reproduction of classical works.123 The Chinese are still
encouraged to copy; those who can recite the classical works without error are assured academic and societal success.124
Additionally, Chinese students are taught through a system which concentrates on right and wrong answers with no kudos for
creativity.125 This arguably leads to low levels of originality, resulting in widespread copying as Chinese entrepreneurs
“attempt to extrapolate ideas from their Western counterparts to be used in their own products, rather than developing their
own ideas and creative thoughts.”126
D. Governmental Involvement
Many of the CD factories that produce pirated goods are state-owned, which places much of the blame for piracy squarely on
the shoulders of the Chinese and local governments.127 Notably, the Chinese Trade Minister has asserted that one such factory
is “untouchable” because of the owners’ ties to the Chinese military.128 This situation is like that of the fox guarding the
chickens; the violations are by the very people and agencies responsible for policing piracy activities.129 Furthermore, *184
the BSA claims that “all indications are that Chinese government ministries regularly use illegal software.”130 Even following
the June 17, 1996 Intellectual Property Agreement between China and the United States, analysts believe that the illegal
production of CDs takes place in factories with powerful connections to provincial governments and the military.131 Local
governments asserting a measure of independence from Beijing continue to invest in and protect these plants.132

E. Ineffective Judicial System
Perhaps the key element contributing to ineffective intellectual property protection is the ineffective nature of the Chinese
judiciary. The various structures of the Chinese government in the twentieth century have resulted in extraordinary shifts in
the nation’s legal system.133 Between 1957 and 1965, the formerly independent judiciary was made servile to the Communist
Party.134 Consequently, an independent judiciary has been slow to develop. There are numerous flaws in the Chinese court
system despite efforts to provide for special intellectual property protection through exclusive jurisdiction courts.135
First, courts have been reluctant to issue significant damage awards.136 The methods used by Chinese courts for calculating
economic harm inflicted by piracy have been based on the value of the infringing products in the pirate market, and not on
their value in the legitimate market.137 Because of this, fines and damage awards remain far below adequate levels.138 Even
when fines and damages are awarded, they are often difficult to collect.139
Second, the influence of corruption has put many Chinese infringers under the protection of Chinese officials, sheltering
them from prosecution. Many of the CD factories are partly state-owned or joint ventures between Hong Kong and
Taiwanese *185 firms and relatives of Communist party officials.140 According to Microsoft’s lead intellectual property
lawyer in the Far East, “[i]t’s quite normal for the enforcement agencies in China to go shake down the target and warn them,
‘[w]e’ll raid you tomorrow night,’ ” giving them time to pack up all evidence of illegal activity.141 Furthermore, Communist
Party officials have been known to interfere with lawsuits and may even modify the judgments upon review.142 While no
longer a prevalent occurrence, this practice most likely continues to some degree.143 Finally, the salaries of Chinese judges are
relatively low, which makes them receptive to bribery and corruption.144
Third, there is a generalized lack of adequate legal training among judges, especially concerning intellectual property
issues.145 Because the laws are relatively new, the courts have almost no experience in deciding intellectual property cases.146
Many qualified individuals with adequate legal training are too young to serve as judges.147 From 1966 to 1976, many
members of the legal profession were executed or sentenced to labor camps, ravaging the Chinese legal system.148 This lack
of education and experience among the judiciary is especially damaging because the Chinese legal system requires the judges
to determine significant facts.149 The lack of any adequate case reporting system makes research on precedent nearly
impossible, adding to the judicial burden.150
Not only does a foreign plaintiff face all these obstacles in the Chinese court system, but all parties must hire Chinese
attorneys.151 This creates at least an appearance of conflict of interest as all Chinese attorneys are state officers paid by the
state.152 Additional inadequacies of the Chinese judiciary specific to the *186 Intellectual Property Courts include high
plaintiffs’ fees and long waiting periods due to the proliferation of cases.153
F. Other Factors
Several additional factors which add to the difficulty of protecting intellectual property rights in China should be noted.
William P. Alford, Director of East Asian Studies at Harvard Law School, believes that
[t]he lack of respect for American intellectual property in China is deeply interwoven with, and ultimately inseparable from,
the lack of respect found throughout China these days for law and legal institutions, which are widely viewed all too often as
corrupt and subservient to the Communist Party and the personal pecuniary interests of the individual leaders.154
This lack of respect may be a product of the corruption and failings within the legal system.

Another factor is the availability of knowledge and information regarding intellectual property law to the Chinese people.155
The large size of China prohibits spreading information regarding intellectual property legislation and rights to more than 1.2
billion people.156 Much of the population is unaware of which actions do and do not violate the law, and the truly innocent
infringer may be among the majority.
China’s status as a developing country adds another factor. In such countries, “[r]eady access to intellectual property is
viewed as important to development, whereas the enforcement of intellectual property law is considered a burden on
development.”157 Consequently, there is a resistance to allocating already scarce resources for a use which many view as

suspect, such as enforcing intellectual property rights.158 Americans should not forget that when the United States was a *187
developing nation, domestic entrepreneurs were notorious pirates of British works of intellectual property.159
V. Proactive Remedies/Courses of Action
Even as they shriek of astounding losses to piracy, American copyright industries have done little to devise intermediate
solutions to the problem, but rather, they appear convinced that Washington’s support and trade agreements will solve the
piracy problem single-handedly.160 Furthermore, the U.S. administration cannot perceive the intellectual property problems
with China as separate “either from China’s larger problems of legal and political development or from the plight of Chinese
(and other foreigners) also experiencing infringement.”161 American companies and the government should not assume that
policies which pressure a few select Chinese businessmen and government officials will transform the attitudes and
understanding of over 1.2 billion Chinese.162 “Our government should be directing the limited leverage we do have to help
develop the type of legal institutions and legal consciousness that might in time generate a serious respect for the law” as it
stands both nationally and internationally.163 The typical sequence of actions followed when a corporation or government
encounters piracy includes “registration, investigation, warning letters, newspaper notices, administrative action, and legal or
diplomatic action.”164 The U.S. intellectual property industries should be careful not to skip to the last step in the sequence.
There are numerous actions which industry leaders would be wise to pursue before litigation, either with or without
government support.
A. Do Nothing or Co-Opt Offenders
Strangely enough, in some cases the best results may be achieved by simply doing nothing at all. Sometimes the brand
awareness and affinity for the product that is created in the Chinese market can be converted and directed to authentic
products in the long run.165 As the Chinese economy becomes more developed, consumers should move from the purchase of
“knock-offs” to buying the legitimate *188 product.166 In the case of some products, such as software, the short life cycle soon
makes pirated products obsolete.167 The market will have been made aware of the product and will be receptive to the next
generation of products.168
In other situations, considering the prevalence of pirates within the legitimate production structure in China, it may be best to
co-opt them through buy-outs or joint ventures.169 In Thailand, for example, pirates were so adept at making counterfeit goods
that rather than shut down the offending factories, the victims of the piracy bought some of the factories.170 This method may
only be appropriate for lower-technology, labor-intensive products.171 However, when it works, the benefits are exceptional.172
The pirated operation is eliminated, but the production of legitimate goods and employment of the local people continue.173
This strategy is “good public relations, politically expedient and well received by local governments and can be leveraged for
future interests.”174 In addition, the creation of localized intellectual property industries would be a significant step toward
fighting piracy in China.175 Development could come from joint ventures with U.S. firms, outside investment, and through
direct assistance in research and development from the Chinese government.176
B. Stress Enforcement of Existing Laws
The increased enforcement of already existing laws will produce some decrease of piracy in China. Yet, as a foreign nation,
the U.S. government must rely on diplomatic measures such as Special 301 to persuade the Chinese to engage in more
rigorous enforcement.177 Xinhua News Agency178 claims that officials shut *189 down twenty illegal CD production lines in
December 1996.179 The success is credited to a newly implemented reward system which awards informants in Guangdong
province 300,000 yuan for turning in the pirates.180 While such successes are compelling, the Chinese government’s failed
enforcement efforts suggest that additional or alternative methods are required.
C. Lobby for Increased Fines
In addition to lobbying for increased enforcement, the United States must persuade Chinese courts to discontinue their
practice of calculating economic harm inflicted by piracy based on the value of the infringing products in the pirate market
and not their value in the legitimate market.181 This mistake should be remedied and fines should be raised in order to deter
and punish infringers.182 One possible way to encourage adequate punishments is to continue to test the Chinese court system

until sufficient fines and damages are awarded.183
D. Attempt to Strengthen the Chinese Judicial System
Judges, lawyers, and the Chinese court system are often deficient when it comes to intellectual property cases.184 One
suggestion for improving the judiciary proposes that the judges and officials of Intellectual Property Courts study and
research copyright related cases, articles, laws, and international treaties for summarization and distribution.185 This
self-improvement model also suggests that the Intellectual Property Courts select and publicize throughout the legal channels
some typical and noteworthy copyright cases.186 Another suggestion is to support intellectual property departments at major
Chinese universities.187 The departments should educate new lawyers and judges about intellectual property issues, and also
serve as a resource for existing members of the legal community.188
*190 E. Lobbying of the Chinese Government by Special Interests
U.S. companies must take a proactive stance and not be content to rely on government for help. Bilateral agreements can
create resentment between Chinese citizens and policy makers. However, U.S. companies can promote their interests within
China without the appearance of imperialism by joining together with international organizations. The Chinese government
may be pressured more effectively by multinational, industry-based organizations than by individual companies. Currently
the Motion Picture Association of America (MPAA) and the Recording Industry Association of America have successfully
joined with foreign counterparts to lobby for anti-piracy programs in individual countries.189 Other members of the intellectual
property community should follow their lead.190 International organizations should act as a unified group in China to educate
consumers, retailers, and governments; monitor perpetrators; provide arbitration centers; initiate legislation; and pressure
local governments.191 Unified activism can be effective where governmental pressure is not.
F. Educate the Chinese Government as to Benefits for China
There is much to be gained by demonstrating to the Chinese the benefits of strong intellectual property protection.
Historically, in the negotiation of treaties with China, neither the British, Japanese, nor Americans made “substantial efforts
to show the Chinese government why intellectual property law might be of benefit to China, to assist in the training of
Chinese officials with responsibility in this field, or to educate the Chinese populace as to its rationale.”192 U.S. industry and
government should attempt a strategy to convince developing countries that “vigorous intellectual property enforcement is in
their own best interest: that it should be regarded as an investment in ‘knowledge capital’—the information-producing and
sharing activities that pay off with indigenous economic and cultural development.”193 Chinese officials must be informed that
without “knowledge capital” they will become more dependent upon those who possess intellectual property knowledge.194
The Chinese must learn that if they do not protect intellectual property, they will not prosper beyond a “second-class”
economy and culture.195 They must be warned that China will continue to be dependent upon the *191 intellectual wealth of
the countries which produce the intellectual property that China is now pirating.196
Although governments must take, and have taken, the lead in attempting to convey this message to the Chinese leaders, U.S.
firms must use their resources to lobby not only their own representatives but to influence Chinese officials as well.197
California’s Unify Corporation was successful in late 1996 negotiations with Chinese agencies that had been using pirated
versions of Unify’s software.198 Through negotiations these agencies were persuaded to pay for their uses.199 In this landmark
agreement, the state-run Xinhua News Agency agreed to pay US$1 million for licenses, while the Shanghai Architectural
Association agreed to pay US$3 million and the Ministry of Light Industry offered to pay US$500,000.200 Such developments
are far too rare. Through U.S. efforts the Chinese government can be made aware of the internal benefits of strong
intellectual property protection.
G. Educate Chinese Industry as to Benefits for Industry
It is important to convince Chinese industries that they have an interest in intellectual property protection.201 Chinese authors,
artists, and companies may be unaware how much they have much at stake and usually possess fewer resources to withstand
the revenue drain of piracy.202 International organizations should work with Chinese national lobbies who can help to
persuade the government and the citizens that effective intellectual property laws would curry favor in the international

community, encourage investment, and benefit the nation’s economy.203 In such a move, the local recording industry in
Indonesia helped significantly in convincing the Indonesian government to pass an effective copyright law.204
Intellectual property is simply too new a concept within China to have any strong lobbies of inventors, authors, or companies.
U.S. firms should aid those lobbies which do exist and help to organize lobbies in those areas not already *192 established.
Chinese firms must be made aware that they will suffer when U.S. firms are less likely to transfer technologies to local
companies without adequate reassurances against piracy.205 Foreign investment of technology is surely vital to the
development of many local companies.206
A recent example of a joint government and industry movement to increase intellectual property protections can be found in
Taiwan.207 Realizing that reliance on foreign-based technologies was a dead end for the Taiwanese economy, Taiwanese
government and industry have begun a significant investment in scientific and technological research, creating in its wake a
“rapidly expanding constituency that has its own rationale for protecting intellectual property.”208 With worldwide recognized
names such as Kenex, Acer, and Tatung, Taiwanese companies have a homegrown interest in protecting the intellectual
property associated with those names.209 Once Chinese inventors and entrepreneurs have the assets and knowledge to protect
their own interests, they can help to strengthen intellectual property protections for all who enter the Chinese market.210 Legal
and cultural changes in Taiwan are not superficial mostly because these changes came from domestic political and industrial
forces.211
Speaking before the U.S. Congress and referring to the piracy of Chinese-created software as well as U.S. programs, the
president of the BSA made it clear, “[t]he scourge of piracy affects all software developers, regardless of origin, and in fact
may have an even greater negative impact on indigenous software developers who are trying to start operations in countries
like China.”212 The Chinese must be supported in their efforts to lobby their own government for protections and to develop
their own industries.
H. National Consumer Awareness Campaigns
In addition to reaching out to the government and industries, educating the Chinese public about intellectual property rights is
equally important for effective and successful intellectual property enforcement.213 Government policy alone *193 cannot
control piracy.214 Through advertising, the market demand for pirated goods can be reduced or eliminated.215 According to a
patent specialist with New China Consultants, “China has a good structure as far as legislation goes. The main problem is
education. People don’t think of intellectual property as property like other property.”216 Advertising can allow consumers to
differentiate between products and educate consumers about the superior quality and value of genuine goods.217
The Hong Kong Intellectual Property Society (Society) has attempted to reduce piracy through education.218 The Society has
identified various messages which could be used to inform the public, and has given the advantages and disadvantages of
each.219 For instance, the Society suggests preaching that, “[u]sing pirated software in the home is an offence and can get you
arrested.”220 This would provide a strong deterrent, but is factually incorrect and would probably be denounced.221 Most
people know the chance of getting caught is slim. An alternative message is informing the public that “[c]opyright software
piracy is theft.”222 This message also provides a strong deterrent, and the concept of theft is easily understood, but the phrase
is also open to legal dispute which could diminish the effectiveness of the message.223 Finally, the Society has considered
having a well-known artist make a public emotional plea against piracy.224 This would give a strong emotional pull, especially
with young people, but there is also a strong public perception in Hong Kong that artists already receive more than adequate
compensation.225
Whichever method intellectual property advocates choose, the importance of informing the public about intellectual property
rights cannot be understated. Perhaps the most effective message would include a media blitz which includes *194 concepts
from all three aforementioned messages. In that way, the benefits of all three messages could be achieved.
In just such an action, Italian authorities have begun a campaign aimed at reducing music piracy in a way that parallels a
program which succeeded in Spain.226 The two-step plan follows a carrot-and-stick approach.227 First, they plan to improve the
legal deterrents against piracy in Italy.228 Second, they will attempt to persuade the Italian public not to encourage piracy by
purchasing pirated recordings.229 They plan to appeal to Italian desire to support local talent by using an awareness campaign
featuring Italian musicians on signs and brochures.230 By eradicating piracy, the industry hopes to keep price levels down as
the volume of legitimate sales increases.231

An effective publicity program such as those suggested can be extremely effective, as the government of Japan found.232
Government officials widely denounced piracy as theft to the previously uninformed Japanese public.233 Subsequently, many
video pirates “actually submitted to voluntary searches by industry investigators and purged their inventories of pirated
products.”234
Such success is not limited to Japan.235 MPAA investigators report that many U.S. retailers have dumped illegally produced
video cassettes upon reading of news reports of raids on pirates.236 In its own move, Vietnam has published a list of items
covered by the country’s copyright law.237 Officials hope to increase the implementation and public understanding of
copyright protection under the 1994 Vietnam copyright law.238
*195 I. Competitive Pricing and Marketing
If U.S. industry leaders hope to replace the pirates as suppliers in the Chinese market, U.S. companies must set prices at a
level that Chinese consumers can afford.239 Pirates are often the only source of a needed product at a price affordable to
Chinese consumers.240 “Piracy arises naturally where legally marketed products or information are available only at prices far
beyond the economic reach of consumers.”241 A company simply cannot break into the Chinese market without offering the
product at an affordable price locally.242
A Korean video store owner complains about paying US$27 for a videotape when he can purchase a pirated one for half the
cost.243 He insists, “[t]he high price the Americans charge is the main cause of piracy.... That forces the Korean people to
copy. Otherwise we can’t make a profit.”244 Even more damaging to the cause of the U.S. companies, legitimate U.S. software
retails for approximately 20% less in the United States than it does in Hong Kong, forcing inflated prices upon people who
have weaker buying power.245 Companies can better help themselves by adapting to local needs and by adopting a pricing
strategy that persuades consumers to buy legitimate goods priced affordably.246 The U.S. industries must realize that the
Chinese student whose monthly salary is US$50 is not likely to pay US$35 for an American law book; unless U.S. suppliers
provide a cheaper alternative (perhaps a paperback edition), the student will be forced to turn to the pirates for the product.247
A recent exceptionally insightful effort to adapt to the Chinese market came from Warner Bros. and MGM when they
announced a home video licensing deal in the Chinese market.248 To enter a market where the piracy level is at over 98%, the
companies have considered the limited purchasing power of the average citizen.249 *196 The Mandarin-dubbed products,
which include Outbreak, Rain Man, The Fugitive. and JFK, will be available on VCD and laserdiscs, and VCDs will be
priced at as little as US$5-US$6 wholesale, US$7-US$8 retail.250 Pirated copies sell for approximately US$4.251 To avoid
direct competition with pirated goods, the videos will be sold exclusively through the country’s 60,000 post offices.252
In a similarly bold move, Microsoft has launched an anti-piracy campaign in Singapore, opening what it calls “concept
stores” in the core of Singapore’s pirate software markets.253 Suggesting a “Daniel-in-the-lion’s-den” analogy of subdue and
prosper, company leaders expect the stores to flourish while fighting piracy.254 Microsoft hopes that an emphasis on value,
discount pricing, and service will convince consumers of the superiority of and the need for legitimately licensed products.255
Creative and proactive ideas such as these are the future of intellectual property protection.
VI. Conclusion
China has adopted all intellectual property laws in accordance with international treaties. Unfortunately, the Chinese
government has been reluctant to expend the resources to enforce them properly. It has been suggested that bilateral
agreements may not be the only and complete answers to U.S. trade woes in China and may run counter to U.S. long-term
interests. These agreements can create resentment when viewed by the Chinese as a form of imperialism, and produce
counterproductive results. Any durable agreement between China and the United States must be founded upon mutual gain,
keeping in mind that Chinese interests, history, and culture differ from those of the United States The impetus for change
cannot result from imposition by U.S. forces alone.
China is a developing country and it is unlikely that there is a strong demand from within to increase protection of intellectual
property. The government and people must decide for themselves that commitment of scarce resources is warranted before
changes other than formalistic ones will occur. Through alternative means, the U.S. core copyright industries may be

successful in combating the factors which create such a fertile climate for piracy in China. U.S. industries can take a
proactive stance and co-opt offenders; stress enforcement of existing law; lobby the Chinese *197 government for
enforcement, increased fines, and a stronger judicial system; promote the virtues of intellectual property protection to the
Chinese government, industries, and the Chinese public; and finally make efforts to provide competitively priced products.
The U.S. core copyright industries can and must do more than just ask Uncle Sam for help with intellectual property
protection in China.
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